COMPANY OVERVIEW

Founded in 1946 and headquartered in Milford, New Hampshire (USA), Hitchiner Manufacturing Co., Inc. is the premier supplier of complete-to-print, high-volume, complex thin-wall investment castings and fully-finished casting-based subassemblies and components to industry. The company leads the industry in volume production, reduced lead-times and just-in-time manufacturing. Hitchiner produces castings in hundreds of different alloys for a broad spectrum of global markets and customers that include the leaders in the automotive, aerospace, and other industries.

SENIOR DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER

1 position available

Assignments typically will include design and development, materials testing, preparation of specifications, process study, and report writing.

- Work in a team environment, often as a team leader. Assist other Engineers in various areas of a customer programs.
- Responsible for overseeing all activities needed for development of one or more customer programs. Assignments are often complex and require a moderate to high degree of action and decision making.
- Participate in the writing and preparation of proposals, reports, contracts, technical papers, presentations and other written or verbal communication.
- Assist in establishing equipment specifications, improving manufacturing techniques and introducing new process equipment to production. Interface with design personnel to ensure that processes and designs are compatible.
- Recommend and make alterations to improve quality of products and/or procedures.
- Perform engineering assignments of a highly complex nature, involving the application of engineering principles. Prepare plans and specifications for equipment, test equipment and tooling. Conduct analysis of methods and time standards. Prepare reports, graphs, charts and data reflecting the results, conclusions and recommendations.

Qualifications

- Master’s Degree in engineering with 5+ years' experience or Bachelor's degree in engineering with 7+ years of experience.
- Investment casting experience preferred.
- Intermediate to advanced skill level in MS Office - Word, Excel, PowerPoint.
- Experience with CAD - UG or SolidWorks

HOW TO APPLY

Apply online through Hitchiner’s career site:

https://www.smartrecruiters.com/HitchinerManufacturingColnc

Please be include resume along with cover letter, to include salary requirements.

No phone calls please.